The “City of Lights” and its Cabaret Dancers, 1970’s
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Argument
YOU HAVE NEVER SEEN ANYTHING LIKE THIS FOR A LONG TIME JUST ARRIVED FROM SOHO LONDON

CARESS
IN HER SKIN GAME TOGETHER WITH OTHER INTERNATIONAL SHOWS

BALLET ANTONIO FROM SPAIN
CHRISTINE FROM GERMANY
SEX KITTEN CLO FROM SPAIN
JENAN FROM LEBONON
PRINCESS
SAHA FROM SUDAN
JEZEBEL MAUREEN & ROOPA FROM SOUTHEASE
AND OUR OWN PAKISTANI STARS

SHEHZADI
NARGIS
SALINA
SHAZI
ETC.

PENTHOUSE
HOST: EXCELSIOR
RES: 511386/7/8
PALACE! SEXIEST OPENING TODAY

(Airconditioned Luxury) — DAILY: 3-30, 6-30 & 9-30 P.M. —
SUNDAY AT 11 A.M.

A SUSPENSE THRILLER SET AGAINST THE EXOTIC BACK-
GROUND OF THE ARAB WORLD AND INTRIGUE OF HONG-
KONG. THE STORY OF AHMAD A MUSLIM ARAB, THE RICHEST
MAN IN THE WORLD WHO MATCHES HIS WITS AGAINST THE
GUILE OF THE WEST.

SHIRLEY MACLANE raises MICHAEL CAINE

“GAMBIT”

TECHNICOLOR

PLANS OPEN DAILY: 9-1 & 3-8 P.M.